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A gorgeous all-access guide to the Twilight saga from the magazine whose writers and

photographers covered the phenomenon before anyone else and better than anyone else. "The

Twilight Journey" follows author Stephenie Meyer and stars Robert Pattinson, Kristen Stewart and

Taylor Lautner on their wild five-year journey from the set of the first movie to 2012's "Breaking

Dawn, Part 2." It's packed with funny, intimate, often shockingly frank interviews, as well as set

visits, trivia, and dozens of now-iconic photographs. The book is not only a keepsake for fans to

pore over but also a revealing portrait of an unassuming first-time author and three very different

young actors coping with a fame so sudden and overwhelming that it not only transformed their lives

but Hollywood itself.  Includes five posters based on original EW covers.
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If the product description of "Collectors Edition" wasn't a give away, just to let you know, this

magazine is not your average EW magazine; it's quite sturdy and serves as a timeline of all the

articles collected from the Twilight Saga since '08. It also features a collection of the best photos

sessions of the cast + Stephanie over the years plus has 5 posters that were the best covers of the

magazine. The articles are great if you don't have them already from past issues; the articles go

trough Stephanie's description on how it all started with a dream, followed by going movie by movie

of the Twilight Saga. As this magazine was published before the release of the last installment of

the Saga, it does not offer much new information or reveal of what will happen with Breaking Dawn

Part II, but it does have the only photo of Vamp Bella hugging Charlie, published as of 9/24/12 so



far. As much as I loved this issue, I would have preferred for EW to wait till the last movie was

released, as I expect that new interviews and photos from the premier will be stunning (hopefully).

On a side note, I loved that on the back of the issue, it has the art of all the covers that Twilight has

been featured on in EW. All in all, great for collectors, but I've would've preferred that EW waited for

the release of the final movie.

Twilight fans rejoyce! This magazine is a wonderful addition to any twihards collection.5 pullout

cover magazine cover posters, interviews with cast members and inside scoops on all the

movies...it also shows all the entertainment magazines that have featured the twilight saga on the

back.I only have 1 issue, the top corner is damaged and a slight indent on the top. This is something

that can happen,and  has a disclaimer im sure as they are not a collection site. So if you are one of

those collectors who must have everything in pristine condition then you may want to pick it up in

person but it is a MUST have I can promise you that!

If you have been faithfully collecting the Entertainment Weekly Twilight feature articles throughout

the movie's inception, then you already own all of these articles and photos, except the five posters

and the introduction. Having them all together in one durable magazine is very nice, though. The

thicker paper and vitality of the photographs make this product worthy of consideration, whether you

own the newsprint originals or not. I'm certainly pleased.

It has everything a fan of the Twilight movies would want to read. It has the 5 cover posters. It has a

section on each movie so the fan can read the articles on Kristen, Rob and Taylor; pictures from the

various red carpet appearances; interviews of the stars. The pictures both in black and white and

color show the stars from the very beginning in 2008 to 2012 Breaking Dawn 2. A real collector's

item.

Excellent magazine! Tons of info including pictures, etc of Breaking Dawn 2. I am very pleased with

this purchase and would recommend it to Twilight fans!

They showed this looking more book-like in the magazine it was advertised in. Though the material

is twi-hard-worthy, there's not a lot of "meat" to it - and if you've been reading up on the saga from

its inception, you've already heard all of these stories and have seen most of these pictures.

Contains posters for anyone who still puts those up on their walls, but more of a perusal magazine



than a keepsake twilight item.

There are quite a few different Twilight based magazines and books out there...I own most of them.

I have to say this is my favorite. It had absolutely beautiful and never seen before photos in i. I could

look this one over and over. pick this one up for sure if its still available. Got mine right here on !

Love mine. you gotta get yer own"

I don't think I could love this book any more than I do! I love Twilight like no other and when I saw

this on my  list, I bought it immediately!!! No hesitation!!! It was a great buy! I will probable end up

buying another copy just because I love Twilight so much!!! If you are a Twilight fan, don;t hesitate

to buy this. It is awesome! Anything Twilight it great but I love being able to look back at what was

and how it has evolved! I would buy this 10 times over!!!
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